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Markets Shrug Off Debt Levels
Debt Levels Soaring

can come with unchecked spending.
Increasing debt levels may be justified,
but we should at least be wary enough
about it to have a sense of a reasonable
point for restraint. Finally, many view the
debt not as the government’s but the
people’s, and we naturally want our
representatives to be careful with our
dollars.

The level of US debt, already elevated
before COVID-19 hit, skyrocketed as
Congress put into place much needed fiscal
stimulus in response to the pandemic, and it
may jump again as the Biden administration
targets its stimulus goals. Markets have
seemed unfazed by fiscal stimulus measures,
and they’ll likely stay that way at least
through 2021, but there will likely be Why have markets seemed indifferent to
the rising national debt and when, and
economic consequences in the long term.
how, will it end? The answer to the first
US Federal government debt is likely to pass question is that we’re still well positioned
100% of gross domestic product (GDP) in right now for additional spending to have
2021, a level only seen during the massive a reasonable positive impact on the
World War II war effort. Markets have economy with fewer of the usual risks.
seemed largely unfazed by skyrocketing As to when the market indifference will
government debt levels. To the contrary, end, at the very least, probably not in
they have seemed to embrace the improved 2021 or even 2022. But eventually debt
economic outlook that comes with stimulus. will likely weigh on growth, whether
At the same time, concern over debt levels through periods of relative austerity or
from economic consequences, but the
have become more widespread.
impact can be spread out over time,
While some pundits have been dismissive of especially if the political will comes
growing debt concerns, we think the reasons around quickly enough.
for increased scrutiny are clear and grounded
in common sense. You don’t get something All Debt is Not Created Equal
for nothing, so at some point rising debt Rising debt levels, whether through
levels will have consequences. There are increased spending, reduced revenue
also concerns about the moral hazard that (lower taxes), or both, is not always bad.
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It is at its worst when policymakers are
simply reaping the political rewards of
enabling people to spend more than
they otherwise would at the cost of
future spending. The impact is also
worse the higher the cost of borrowing,
whether directly, through high interest
rates, or indirectly, through indirect
economic
consequences.
But
government debt is not always bad.

Not all debt is created equal.
When can borrowing make sense?
There are two main cases:
• Investment – If debt-financed
investment leads to increased
future economic growth, the debt
can pay for itself. Similarly, if tax
cuts, which also raise the debt in
the
near
term,
stimulates
investment, the increased debt can
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also pay for itself. Sometimes the
investment is simply maintenance,
where the negative impact of not
spending is worse than the cost of
borrowing. Be careful, though.
While investment can pay for the
cost of debt, both Democrats and
Republicans will always claim that
the benefits of their debt-financed
programs will outweigh the costs.
Historically, both sides have often
been mistaken.
Stimulating demand – There are
also times, especially during or
immediately after a recession, when
demand is lower than it otherwise
could be, often due to a combination
of uncertainty about the future
leading to more cautious behavior
and weaker labor markets. During
these periods, stimulating demand
can often have a multiplier effect,
adding more to economic growth
than the dollar amount spent.

So far, most of the added fiscal stimulus
during the COVID-19 pandemic has
likely been less costly than doing
nothing. That will probably be true for at
least some of any additional stimulus that
might be passed, which is why markets
so far appear to be responding positively
to the prospect of additional government
spending. We don’t have particular
guidance on the right size for the next
stimulus package(s), but up to some point
it will be cheaper than doing nothing at
all.

Now is A Good Time to Borrow
• Interest rates are low –While debt

•

•

levels are high, interest payments as
a percent of GDP are about half the
level they were at in the ‘90s. If you
are going to borrow, borrow when
rates are low.
Savings levels are high – Saving
levels in the United States have risen
dramatically during the pandemic,
due to a combination of fewer
opportunities to spend, increased
caution, and fiscal stimulus helping
to replace some lost income. The
problem
of
the
government
competing for investment dollars
with businesses has a lower impact
when there is ample savings.
Structural forces are still helping
to contain inflation – While
stimulus will contribute to some
inflation as the economy opens up,
excess industrial capacity and slack
in the labor market may persist for
some time. Also, other forces, such

as demographics and technological
improvements, continue to help cap
inflationary pressures.
•

The dollar is still the global reserve
currency – The US has a structural
advantage as a borrower—the US
dollar remains the dominant reserve
currency. Many global transactions
take place in dollars, establishing
demand for the greenback, which
creates demand in turn for Treasuries

But is it Sustainable?

Near-term anticipated national debt levels
are sustainable in that we don’t think
they’ll lead to a sudden financial crisis,
but that doesn’t mean they’re without
consequences. They are already leading,
for example, to an inclination toward
some austerity, in part because high debt
levels come with uncertain risk.
Ultimately, this may make it harder to
provide stimulus where and when needed
in the future. And debt levels likely have
contributed to lower productivity gains as
less efficient government spending
becomes a larger part of the economy.
The biggest challenge, though, is that the
continued
growth
of
entitlement
programs due to demographic pressures
will increase the debt over time and will
have to be addressed eventually.
Unfortunately, making a genuine effort to
lower the yearly deficit, never mind the
accumulated national debt, is a losing
political issue and there is little political
will to do it. Since 1965, the US
government has run a surplus in only five
fiscal years, 1969 and 1998–2001.
Extended delays will make the issue
harder to tackle once policymakers have
little alternative. But even then the
solutions will be incremental, it will just
have to be a bigger step. Any solution
will have to work on different levels:
entitlement reform (for example, raising
the age at which people can take social
security or adding means testing), higher
taxes in some form, and lower spending.
Even then, though, the most important
takeaway is that the debt will need to be
addressed eventually and will likely
weigh on growth, it’s unlikely to create a
crisis. Japan’s debt-to-GDP ratio, to take
one of the few relevant examples we
have, is twice that of the United States,
and while Japan does not have as robust
an economy as the US, neither does it
have an economy that’s in perpetual
crisis.

Market Impact

The market response so far to fiscal
stimulus, and the prospect of still more,

has been to price in better economic
growth. Those expectations have
played a role in pushing up bond yields
as well, although they remain
extremely low. Stocks also responded
positively to the stimulus measures of
Presidents Reagan, G.W. Bush, Obama,
and Trump even prior to the pandemic.
The US is fortunate right now as a
borrower. It has a good environment in
which to borrow and has the
opportunity to use borrowed funds
productively. But there will come a
time to show restraint again and get
deficits back under control. We believe
that the effect of a high debt level will
be measurable and probably long
lasting, but not obvious in our day-today lives and may have a negative but
manageable impact on markets too.
Entitlement reforms will add to the
pressure, but again can be gradual. For
now the main focus for markets will be
on effectively reopening the economy.
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